The Tri-State Super Selfie League is a multi state multi location qualifying league where each league
session culminates in a final to determine the winner. Please check the group page for more info or
contact Greg, for each seasons game list and finals locations/schedule – whichever state is hosting finals
is where the SCS wpprs are assigned that session. There will be tons of prizes from our venues and from
Stern Pinball! Cash prizes and trophies for winners and t shirts, gift certificates and translites possible for
all players! The League is free to play in, however; finalists will pay entry fees for finals plus $5 league
dues , all money will be paid back out less the costs of trophies.

Each qualifying location: Sunshine Laundromat, Modern Pinball NYC, and the Morristown Game Vault
will have a bank of 6 qualifying games. Please visit www.neverdrains.com/tristate to follow the
standings and look at game score info.

A player can qualify at any of the locations by submitting a selfie (picture of their score) to the facebook
group page, via email to tristatepinball@yahoo.com, or by personally sending it via message to Greg.
The best 4 games at each location count for your total score. Only a players best final position will count,
as in best rank at a location. If you play at all 3 only your best result will be used for finals seeding.

The qualifying scoring will be 100-90-85-84-83... such that the best possible score is 400.

The top 24 players will qualify for the A division finals, 8 per location. All other players will be eligible for
the B finals. The seeding for finals will be done as such: top seed at each location, ranked by total points,
then next top seed at a location ranked by total points, and so on. (for example 1st 400 1st 390 1st 380
2nd 382 2nd 375 2nd 350 3rd 355 3rd 340 3rd 338....etc)
The top 8 players will get a bye. Meaning each of the top 2 seeds, and the two higher point total value 3
seeds. In the case of an exact tie for the final bye, a one game playoff at finals will be utilized. Any exact
ties for the 8th seed at a location (final spot to make finals) will be broken prior to finals in the same
method.

Finals format will be pinburgh style banks and scoring. 4 game banks where each player plays a 4 player
game on each game, scoring is 3-2-1-0. The two highest scoring players advance in each group. Meaning
A finals will 4 rounds 24-16-8-4-winner

B finals will be a side tournament with prizes that does not change final standing in the league, format
TBD.

The final discretion on qualifying submissions and rulings during qualifying and finals is that of the
tournament director Greg Poverelli with the assistance of each league rep Steve Bowden and Francesco
La Rocca.

The finals will use the official IFPA PAPA ruleset. Anyone caught maliciously cheating during qualifying
such as: posting scores that aren't yours, egregiously withholding achieved scores to gain an advantage,
death saves or bangbacks etc may be voided with consequences up to possible disqualification from the
league.

